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a b s t r a c t
In two experiments we determined the electrophysiological substrates of ﬁgural aftereffects in face adaptation using compressed and expanded faces. In Experiment 1, subjects viewed a series of compressed
and expanded faces. Results demonstrated that distortion systematically modulated the peak amplitude
of the P250 event-related potential (ERP) component. As the amount of perceived distortion in a face
increased, the peak amplitude of the P250 component decreased, regardless of whether the physical distortion was compressive or expansive. This provided an ERP metric of the degree of perceived distortion.
In Experiment 2, we examined the effects of adaptation on the P250 amplitude by introducing an adapting
stimulus that affected the subject’s perception of the distorted test faces as measured through normality
judgments. The set of test faces was held constant and the adapting stimulus was systematically varied
across experimental days. Adapting to a compressed face made a less compressed test face appear more
normal and an expanded test face more distorted as measured by normality ratings. We found that the
adaptation conditions that increased the perceived distortion of the distorted test faces also decreased
the amplitude of the P250. Likewise, adaptation conditions that decreased the perceived distortion of the
distorted test faces also increased the amplitude of the P250. The results demonstrate that perceptual
adaptation to compressed or expanded faces affected not only the behavioral normality judgments but
also the electrophysiological correlates of face processing in the window of 190–260 ms after stimulus
onset.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Adaptation techniques can be used to isolate neurophysiological mechanisms that are responsible for representing a stimulus.
Through extended exposure, the adaptation procedure recalibrates
the encoding mechanisms that respond in the presence of an adapting stimulus, resulting in systematic distortions of the perceptions
of related stimuli, known as aftereffects. Adaptation aftereffects
can alter the perception of subsequent stimuli in multiple ways.
For example, adaptation to a distorted image can make a similarly
distorted image appear more undistorted, while adaptation to the
same distorted image can make an image distorted in an opposite
direction appear more distorted. Aftereffects based on the perception of an object’s shape are termed ﬁgural aftereffects (Gibson,
1933; Köhler & Wallach, 1944).
An illustrative example of these patterns can be found in studies
of faces, where the use of adaptation procedures has proven useful
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to explore both the mechanisms for encoding face information
and the temporal organization of those mechanisms. For example,
Webster and MacLin (1999) demonstrated that perceptual adaptation to a compressed or expanded face caused a test face to appear
distorted in the direction opposite to the adapting face. They
showed that if one were to adapt to an expanded face, a normal
test face would appear more compressed and an expanded face
would appear more normal. Webster and MacLin (1999) termed
this pattern of ﬁndings the face ﬁgural aftereffect, because it was
based on the distortion of spatial or ﬁgural information within the
adapting and test faces. Similar results have been found for identity
aftereffects (Leopold, O’Toole, Vetter, & Blanz, 2001) in which
adaptation to a particular identity alters the perceived identities
of other faces. Strong aftereffects also occur following adaptation
to face sex, race, and emotion (Webster, Kaping, Mizokami, &
Duhamel, 2004). These face aftereffects conform to the idea of
norm-based encoding, where stimuli are encoded as a deviation
from their psychological norm (Rhodes, Jeffery, Watson, Clifford,
& Nakayama, 2003; Rhodes & Leopold, 2009; Valentine, 1991;
Valentine & Bruce, 1986). Adaptation results in a temporary shift
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of the norm along the adapting dimension, which then inﬂuences the subsequent perceptual judgments relying on that same
dimension.
Implicit in the norm-based encoding model and similar
approaches is the idea that faces are processed along a number of
dimensions or labeled lines that work in opposition to code a stimulus. Researchers recently identiﬁed that the neural mechanism
supporting norm-based encoding is the opponent coding of separate pools of neurons (Robbins, McKone, & Edwards, 2007; Susilo,
McKone, & Edwards, 2010). In opponent coding, the endpoints
of a feature dimension are coded by separate pools of neurons,
and the response of the system is given by the relative activity
of the different pools. For a given feature dimension, the norm is
the neutral point where the neuron pools are activated equally.
This is related to the idea of a visual channel (Graham, 1989) in
that the face ﬁgural aftereffect is similar to other types of lower
level adaptation aftereffects that can lead to the desensitization of
the neurons selective for the dimensions of the adapting stimulus
(Carandini & Ferster, 1997; Dragoi, Sharma, & Sur, 2000; Movshon
& Lennie, 1979; Petersen, Baker, & Allman, 1985). However, several
authors have argued that the face aftereffects cannot be explained
as a combination of adaptation effects to lower level features such
as individual face parts or spatial frequencies (Fang & He, 2005;
Köhler & Wallach, 1944; Leopold et al., 2001; Webster et al., 2004;
Webster & MacLin, 1999; Yamashita, Hardy, De Valois, & Webster,
2005; Zhao & Chubb, 2001). This suggests that face adaptation
might occur at a higher stage of visual processing in groups of
neurons with more complex and larger receptive ﬁelds (Kovács,
Cziraki, Vidnyanszky, Schweinberger, & Greenlee, 2008; Kovács et
al., 2006; Kovács, Zimmer, Harza, & Vidnyanszky, 2007; Zhao &
Chubb, 2001).
The goal of our current study was to identify the electrophysiological correlates reﬂecting the ﬁgural aftereffects of face
adaptation. In a preliminary experiment using distorted (expanded
and compressed) face stimuli we ﬁrst located an event-related
potential (ERP) correlate, the P250, that demonstrated systematic
modulation to changes in facial distortion. In a second experiment,
we manipulated the perceived distortion of the face through an
initial adaptation condition and demonstrated how the ERP correlate was affected by both adaptation and distortion. By comparing
the ERP correlate of ﬁgural aftereffects to other ERP components
known to be involved in the face processing stream, we can make
inferences about the relative level at which the adapted features
and dimensions are involved in face processing. Electrophysiological data have several advantages over behavioral testing, in that
they do not require a behavioral response that can be affected by
subjective biases about what constitutes a ‘normal’ stimulus, and
they provide time-course information that illustrates the development of adaptation effects in the milliseconds following stimulus
onset.
Several human electrophysiology studies of face adaptation
have demonstrated that the N170 peak amplitude is decreased
following an adapting stimulus relative to control conditions,
including both non-adaptation conditions (Kovács et al., 2006;
Schweinberger, Kloth, & Jenkins, 2007) and noise image adaptation (Kovács, Zimmer, Harza, Antal, & Vidnyanszky, 2005; Kovács
et al., 2007). However, N170 peak suppression is not unique to
the adaptation of faces, as it occurs for other images such as
hands (Kovács et al., 2006), nor does it differentiate between
different adaptation conditions (Schweinberger et al., 2007). The
magnitude of the N170 adaptation effects may also depend on
the control condition employed, such as hands, faces or 1/f visual
noise. Thus, the N170 peak suppression may be a general pattern reﬂecting the presence of an adapting object image, but it
may not be as sensitive to manipulations of the adapting stimulus.

These studies of face adaptation generally found that adaptation
decreased the N170. However, to directly link the neural correlate
to adaptation, an ERP component should show opposite signatures
depending on whether the face is being adapted either toward or
away from normality. Within the literature no ERP components
have yet been identiﬁed that correspond to a distorted stimulus
appearing more normal as a result of adaptation. Such a ﬁnding
would identify an EEG/ERP correlate of adaptation reﬂecting the
nature and direction of the adaptation rather than the mere presence of an adapting stimulus.
Additionally, the timing of an ERP adaptation component can
locate these face mechanisms within the visual stream. If such a
component were identiﬁed, it might reside in components after
the N170. For example, Schweinberger et al.’s (2007) study of gaze
adaptation noted that differences between left-gaze and right-gaze
adaptation EEG responses were only evident starting at 200 ms
after onset of the post-adaptation test stimulus over the right posterior scalp regions. The idea that ERP correlates modulated by
adaptation may occur after the N170 is consistent with the suggestion that ﬁgural aftereffects occur at later visual processing
stages.
Notably, with respect to distorted faces, Halit, de Haan, and
Johnson (2000) identiﬁed the P2 component, a positive-going
waveform occurring 188–300 ms post stimulus onset, as the ERP
component modulated by the stretching of a face image. The P2
amplitude was greatest for the normal, unstretched face and exhibited a reduction for both 20% and 30% stretched faces, while the
N170 amplitude was not affected by stretching the faces. However,
stretching of internal face features within an intact facial surround
only represents half of the face distortion dimension along which
ﬁgural adaptation aftereffects occur; compression of internal face
features is the opposite half (Rhodes et al., 2003; Webster & MacLin,
1999). The ERP correlates of face compression remain undeﬁned,
since Halit et al. (2000) only examined stretched faces. However,
if compression-expansion deﬁne a single distortion dimension of
face processing, it is likely that the P2 will reﬂect sensitivity to
compression as well as expansion.
To address how distortion, particularly compression, might by
itself affect the ERP waveform, we created a continuum of distorted faces, where compressed faces represent the negative side
and expanded faces represent the positive side of the distortion
continuum, as depicted in Fig. 1. No changes were made to the
normal face, which remained in the middle of the distortion continuum. Experiment 1 collected behavioral and neural responses to
this continuum of distorted faces to establish the ERP correlate of
both compression and expansion distortion. Then, in Experiment
2 we examined the effects of adaptation to illustrate that the ERP
correlate of distortion may represent a neural correlate of ﬁgural
aftereffects.

1. Experiment 1
Our goal in Experiment 1 was to establish the neural correlates
of face distortion using a continuum of distortions ranging from
compressed to expanded faces. This is a partial replication of prior
research that demonstrated a reduction in the amplitude of the ERP
response to expanded faces in the P250 component, but the prior
work did not include compressed faces (Halit et al., 2000). We asked
whether compressed faces would show an enhancement of the ERP
activity, or, like expansion, show reduced amplitude to the compressed faces. Although it is possible that compressed faces might
increase P250 amplitude, we predict that, like face expansion distortions, the P250 will show a decreased amplitude to compressed
faces relative to the undistorted face, thereby reﬂecting a single ERP
component modulated by both types of face distortion.
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Fig. 1. The range of face distortions for a single face image spanning from highly compressed (−70 face) to highly expanded (+70). The 0 face is undistorted. A larger number
in either the positive or negative direction represents greater distortion.
1.1. Method
1.1.1. Participants
Twelve right-handed naïve volunteers from the Indiana University community
between the ages of 18 and 35 (7 female, 5 male) participated in this study, in
accordance with the standards of the Indiana University Institutional Review Board.
Eleven participants were right-handed, and one was left-handed. All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
1.1.2. Stimuli
The normal, undistorted face stimuli consisted of ten different upright grayscale
female faces. A distortion continuum was created for each face by generating seven
different distortions ranging from compressed to expanded. The distortions were
generated using the Photoshop function Pinch, and Fig. 1 provides an example of
one continuum. There were three levels of distortion in both the compressed and
expanded sequences, with an undistorted face serving as the normal face. Expanded
faces are here represented by positive numbers (+30, +50, +70) with larger numbers
signifying a greater amount of distortion according to the value used in Photoshop.
Compressed faces are represented with negative numbers (−30, −50, −70) with
more negative numbers signifying a greater amount of distortion. Since a normal
face was undistorted, it is numerically represented with a 0. The combination of
these 7 levels of distortion performed on 10 faces yielded a total of seventy different
face images used throughout Experiment 1.
The faces’ luminance values varied from 2.7 to 93.0 candelas/m2 . The background’s luminance value was 33.8 candelas/m2 . The faces had a height of 15.6 cm
and a width of 12.1 cm. At a viewing distance of 46 in (112 cm), the faces subtended
a visual angle of 8◦ vertical and 5.96◦ horizontal.
1.1.3. Apparatus
The EEG was sampled at 32 channels at 1000 Hz and downsampled to 250 Hz.
It was ampliﬁed by a factor of 20,000 using Sensorium amps and low-pass ﬁltered
below 50 Hz. All channels had below 10-k impedance (usually below 5-k), and
recording was done inside a Faraday cage. The nose electrode served as the reference
for all electrodes except the horizontal and vertical eye channels, each of which had
their own reference electrodes.
Images were shown on a gamma-calibrated 21-in. (53.34 cm) Mitsubishi color
monitor model THZ8155KL running at 120 Hz.

shown clear waveforms when processing complex objects such as faces (e.g., Bentin
& Deouell, 2000) and are the electrode locations most similar to those exhibiting
the strongest modulation by face distortion in previous research (Halit et al., 2000).
The EEGLab toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) was employed for EEG data
analysis. Independent component analysis (ICA) was used to identify artifacts
such as eye-blinks, eye movements, and muscle activity. The eye-related artifacts were identiﬁed via their topographical representation on the scalp through
blink and eye-movement calibration trials at the beginning of the experiment.
High-frequency amplitude spectrum and topographical representation was used
to identify independent components relating to muscle artifacts. Between three to
eight independent components were removed for each participant during the ICA
pre-processing. These artifacts were subtracted from the raw EEG data prior ERP
analyses.

1.2. Results
1.2.1. Behavioral results
In order to more directly compare the behavioral ratings to the
ERP data, we transformed the raw behavioral ratings into perceived
deviation from normality ratings by ﬁrst subtracting each subject’s raw normality ratings from his/her rating of the 0 distortion
face. Second, we took the absolute value of the deviation scores. In
this way, the perceived deviations from normality were centered
around a value of 0 for the undistorted face image. Fig. 2 shows
the average deviation from normality ratings for all distortion conditions. Fig. 2 illustrates that perceived deviation from normality
increased as physical distortion of the image increased.
We analyzed the deviation from normality ratings with a oneway repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the

1.1.4. Procedure
The experiment consisted of 840 trials with seven different conditions representing the seven levels of distortion per each of ten faces. An equal number of trials
(n = 120) were presented per distortion condition. Each trial showed a single face
centered on the screen for 500 ms, although there was no speciﬁed ﬁxation point.
The blank screen interstimulus interval (ISI) was uniformly distributed between 325
and 517 ms. EEG was recorded from 100 ms prior to stimulus onset to 500 ms post
stimulus onset.
Participants were instructed to rate each face as either compressed, normal,
or expanded via key press on a number pad. The participants were instructed to
press the number 1, 2, or 3 if they saw a compressed, normal, or expanded face,
respectively. Participants were able to freely view the images, although they were
instructed to limit both their eye and body movements while a stimulus was on the
screen.
1.1.5. ERP component selection and analysis
The peak amplitude and latency for each ERP component of interest, P100, N170
and P250, were selected by an algorithm in MATLAB within the following prespeciﬁed time windows: P100 peak values were selected as the maximum amplitude
in the time window 80–120 ms post stimulus onset. N170 peak values were selected
as the minimum amplitude in the window 125–180 ms post stimulus onset. P250
peak values were selected as the maximum amplitude in the window 184–260 ms
post stimulus onset.
We primarily examined the ERP components identiﬁed at the PO8 and PO7
channels, right and left posterior–temporal scalp electrodes in the 10–10 system,
for the neural correlates of face distortion because these channels have repeatedly

Fig. 2. Average deviation from normality ratings. Normality ratings were centered
such that an undistorted face had a mean deviation rating of 0. A larger deviation
score indicates a higher degree of deviation from what the participants rated as
normal. This pattern mirrors the modulation of the P250 component from distortion
found in Figs. 3 and 4. Error bars indicate +1 standard error of the mean.
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Fig. 3. Grand average ERP results from Experiment 1 for the PO7 and PO8 electrodes. The P250, the outlined positive component around 220 ms, is systematically modulated
by distortion. The pattern demonstrates that faces perceived to be more normal have larger P250 amplitudes.

within-subjects factor distortion (7 levels). There was a signiﬁcant effect of distortion on perceived deviation from normality
(F(6,66) = 114.23, p < .001).
Fig. 2 further indicates that deviation from normality ratings
were not identical for the physically equal levels of face compression and expansion. Rather the expanded faces were perceived
as deviating more from the normal, undistorted face than the
compressed faces of equal physical manipulation. Post hoc paired
t-tests showed that the +30 face had a higher average deviation from normality rating (M+30 = 0.51, SD+30 = 0.19) than the −30
face (M−30 = 0.35, SD−30 = 0.17; t(11) = 3.32, Bonferroni corrected
p = .02), and the +50 face had a higher deviation from normality
rating (M+50 = 0.85, SD+50 = 0.09) than the −50 face (M−50 = 0.66,
SD−50 = 0.10; t(11) = 6.58, Bonferroni corrected p < .001). The +70
face showed a marginally signiﬁcantly larger deviation from normality (M+70 = 0.90, SD+70 = 0.09) than the −70 face (M−70 = 0.80,
SD−70 = 0.11; t(11) = 2.75, Bonferroni corrected p = .06).
1.2.2. Electrophysiological results
The grand average ERPs for all face distortion conditions are
plotted in Fig. 3, and the mean peak amplitudes for the N170
and P250 ERP components are plotted in Fig. 4. Both peak amplitude and peak latency for each of the P100, N170 and P250
were analyzed with two-way repeated measures ANOVAs with the
within-subjects factors of distortion (7 levels: −70, −50, −30, 0,
+30, +50, +70) and hemisphere (2 levels: left (PO7), right (PO8)).
ANOVA results are summarized in Table 1.
1.2.2.1. P100. There were no differences in either P100 peak amplitude or latency across distortion condition, nor were there P100
differences across hemispheres.
1.2.2.2. N170. There was a signiﬁcant main effect of distortion on
N170 peak amplitude (F(6,60) = 2.44, p = .04). Looking at the top row
of Fig. 4, we see that the mean peak amplitude of the N170 ERP
component exhibits some increases (more negative peaks) for the
expanded face distortion conditions compared with the 0 distortion
condition. Compressed face conditions exhibited N170 peak amplitudes approximately equal to or less than (less negative peaks) the
undistorted face conditions.
Post hoc paired two-tailed t-tests were performed to compare
each distorted face to the undistorted face, to determine the pat-

tern of deviations from the amplitude exhibited by the undistorted
face. Considering ﬁrst the compressed faces, Fig. 4 indicates that
compressed faces may show some reduction in peak amplitude relative to the undistorted face condition. There were no differences
between the peak amplitudes to the undistorted face condition
(M0 = −4.74, SD0 = 5.42) and any of the compressed face conditions (−30 face: M−30 = −4.62, SD−30 = 6.14; t(11) = 0.29, p = .78;
−50 face: M−50 = −4.20, SD−50 = 5.64, t(11) = 1.23, p = .24; −70 face:
M−70 = −4.75, SD−70 = 5.20, t(11) = 0.03, p = .97).
In Fig. 4, expanded face conditions appear to show some
increases in peak amplitude relative to the undistorted face condition. The +50 expanded face (M+50 = −5.67, SD+50 = 5.43) exhibited
a signiﬁcantly larger (more negative) amplitude than the undistorted face (t(11) = 2.29, p = .04). There were no differences between
the undistorted face and both the +30 expanded face condition (M+30 = −5.21, SD+30 = 5.07; t(11) = 1.28, p = .23) and the +70
expanded face condition (M+70 = −5.26, SD+70 = 5.15; t(11) = 1.37,
p = .20). Thus, almost all distorted face conditions exhibited mean
peak amplitudes approximately equal to the peak amplitude in the
undistorted face condition.
There were no differences in N170 latency across distortion condition or hemisphere.
1.2.2.3. P250. For P250 peak amplitude, there was a signiﬁcant
main effect of distortion (F(6,60) = 6.47, p < .001). Looking at the
bottom row of Fig. 4, we see that as the magnitude of distortion increased from 0, the mean peak amplitude of the P250 ERP
component either remained equal to or decreased from the peak
amplitude in the 0 distortion condition. P250 peak amplitude to
expanded faces strictly decreased as the magnitude of distortion
increases, while the P250 response to compressed faces only exhibited a decrease in peak amplitude to the −70 compressed face.
Post hoc paired two-tailed t-tests were used to compare the
mean peak amplitudes of neighbors along the distortion continuum. Considering ﬁrst the compressed distorted faces, the
−70 compressed face (M−70 = 9.42, SD−70 = 4.25) had a significantly lower peak amplitude than the −50 compressed face
(M−50 = 10.86, SD−50 = 4.76; t(11) = 3.50, p = .005). But no differences
were observed between the mean peak amplitude of the undistorted face (M0 = 10.74, SD0 = 4.62) and the −30 face (M−30 = 11.10,
SD−30 = 5.87; t(11) = 0.67, p = .52), or between the −30 and −50 faces
(t(11) = 0.56, p = .59).
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Fig. 4. Mean ERP peak amplitude across face distortion conditions for the N170 and P250 components in Experiment 1. Only the P250 reﬂects systematic differences observed
across distortion levels. The P250 peak amplitudes mirror the ordering of deviation from normality ratings (Fig. 2). Error bars show ±1 standard error.

For the expanded faces, the +30 expanded face (M+30 = 9.52,
SD+30 = 4.37) exhibited a signiﬁcantly smaller amplitude than the
undistorted face (t(11) = 2.69, p = .02). There was a trend for the
+70 expanded face (M+70 = 8.25, SD+70 = 5.08) to exhibit a smaller
amplitude than the +50 expanded face (M+50 = 9.06, SD+50 = 4.52;
t(11) = 1.88, p = .09). No difference was observed between the +30
and +50 expanded faces (t(11) = 1.06, p = .31). For expanded faces,
then, P250 peak amplitude decreased as the amount of distortion increased. Thus, P250 peak amplitude generally decreases as
faces become more distorted and less normal regardless of the type
of distortion, although a larger degree of physical compression is
needed to produce a decrease in amplitude similar to the decrease

observed for all expanded faces. This pattern of peak amplitude
reduction mimicks the u-shaped pattern observed in the deviation
from perceived normality ratings behavioral data.
P250 peak latency exhibited no differences across distortion
levels or hemisphere.
1.2.3. Correlations
To examine the potential relationship between the deviation
from normality behavioral measure and the ERP peak amplitudes,
we estimated the correlation coefﬁcients for each of the ERP components (P100, N170, P250) at both the PO7 and PO8 electrode
locations. The correlation coefﬁcients are summarized in Table 2,

Table 1
Experiment 1 ANOVA results.
df

Electrode location (L)
S within-group error
Test distortion (T)
T×L
T × S error

1
10
6
6
60

Peak amplitude

Peak latency

P100
F

N170
F

P250
F

P100
F

N170
F

P250
F

<1.0
(151.87)
1.09
<1.0
(1.79)

<1.0
(302.43)
2.44**
<1.0
(1.03)

1.57
(210.92)
6.47***
<1.0
(1.58)

<1.0
(1937.60)
<1.0
1.05
(32.58)

<1.0
(953.30)
1.09
1.11
(17.12)

1.21
(1110.90)
<1.0
1.00
(71.40)

Note: Values in parenthesis represent mean square errors. S = subjects.
**
p < .05.
***
p < .01.
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Table 2
Correlation coefﬁcient estimates for Experiment 1.
Subject

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Overall
*
**
***

P100

N170

P250

PO7

PO8

PO7

PO8

PO7

PO8

.14
−.30
−.22
−.14
.51
−.25
−.72*
.06
.64
.23
.06
−.17

.48
.37
−.61
.05
.75*
−.07
−.22
−.26
−.05
.08
.33
−.36

−.27
.68*
.61
.02
.38
−.66
−.009
−.37
.27
−.14
−.35
−.36

−.43
.66
−.38
.22
−.16
−.51
.25
−.51
.13
−.25
−.23
−.66

−.57
.03
−.14
−.51
−.13
−.75**
−.69*
−.81**
.06
.001
−.57
−.48

−.55
.29
−.76**
−.54
−.45
−.49
−.50
−.92***
−.16
−.25
−.07
−.94***

.13

.06

−.19

−.54

−.65

−.79**

p < .10 in a two-tailed test.
p < .05 in a two-tailed test.
p < .01 in a two-tailed test.

which includes both the estimates for each subject, as well as the
overall correlation coefﬁcients. The overall correlation coefﬁcients
were estimated by ﬁnding the correlations between the grand average deviation from normality rating scores and the grand average
ERP component peak amplitudes.
From Table 2, we can see that overall there is no correlation between both the P100 peak amplitude and the deviation
from normality scores and the N170 peak amplitude at the deviation from normality scores. There are strong overall correlations
between the perceived amount of deviation from normality as
shown in Fig. 2 and the P250 peak amplitude at the both the PO8
channel (r = −.79, t(5) = −2.85, p = .04) and P07 electrodes (r = −.65,
t(5) = −1.93, p = .11). In addition, eleven out of the twelve subjects
have negative correlations, and both overall correlations are negative, reﬂecting the fact that across the distortion levels, as there is an
increase in people’s perceived deviation from normality, the corresponding P250 peak amplitude is decreasing. Thus we can conclude
that the P250 peak amplitude is modulated by the perceived distortion of faces.
1.3. Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 provide an important extension of
the results of Halit et al. (2000) by demonstrating that the P250, a
positive-going waveform immediately following the N170, is systematically modulated by both expansion and compression face
distortions. We demonstrated that as the amount of perceived
distortion increases, the peak amplitude of the P250 component
decreases, regardless of whether the distortion was caused by
expansion or compression of the face features. However, the results
indicate that a larger degree of face compression than expansion is
needed to produce a reduction in the P250 amplitude. This electrophysiological pattern has a strong association with the u-shaped
perceived deviation from normality pattern found in the behavioral
results. Additionally, the results that a larger degree of compression
is needed to produce a P250 amplitude reduction is consistent with
the behavioral results in that ratings of compressed faces exhibited smaller deviation from normality scores than the ratings of
expanded faces of equal magnitude.
The perceived distortion of faces showed little systematic modulation of the P100 ERP component, but did exhibit some limited
modulation of the N170 component with only one expanded face
condition leading to a strong difference in peak amplitudes. This
pattern does not reﬂect the perceived distortion measured in our
behavioral ratings. It remains unclear if the observed modulation of

the N170 reﬂects physical differences in the faces due to the opposite manipulations of compressing the features toward the center
of the faces and expanding the features toward the outer edges of
the faces.
Thus, the results of Experiment 1 identiﬁed a single ERP correlate sensitive to a face distortion continuum and reﬂecting the
participants’ perceived distortions in the images. For this correlate,
the P250 amplitude, we conﬁrmed that any type of face distortion results in a decrease in ERP amplitude, although the size of
the ERP effect is modulated somewhat by the amount of physical
distortion in the face images. Therefore, the P250 amplitude may
reﬂect a single dimension of face distortion representation within a
norm-based encoding scheme. The results of Experiment 1 further
suggest that the P250 ERP component may reﬂect changes in perceived distortion following adaptation, termed ﬁgural aftereffects.
We will use this neural correlate in Experiment 2 to address how
adaptation affects the neural substrates of distortion perception.
2. Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 identiﬁed a metric relating the
amount of distortion, regardless of the direction of distortion, and
ratings of perceived distortion, to changes in the P250 peak amplitude. Faces that were perceived as more normal produced greater
P250 amplitudes. Experiment 2 uses this metric to address whether
adaptation affects the same neural sources that are sensitive to
perceptual distortions. We used an initial adaptation condition to
perceptually distort the subsequent test faces either toward or
away from normality. We analyzed the effect of adaptation on these
distorted test faces by comparing their P250 ERP component amplitudes across adaptation conditions, to see whether the test faces
showed a perceptual change in the hypothesized direction.
We predict that distorted test faces will exhibit higher P250 peak
amplitudes in adaptation conditions that result in test faces being
perceived as more normal. Speciﬁcally, adapting to an expanded
face will result in a less expanded face appear more normal
and a compressed face appear less normal (Webster & MacLin,
1999); therefore, in the expanded face adaptation condition, a less
expanded face should exhibit a larger P250 peak amplitude. The
opposite result is predicted for the compressed face adaptation
condition: a less compressed face is perceived as more normal and
should exhibit a larger P250 peak amplitude than an expanded face.
Central to our approach is a design that varies the adaptation
state of the subject while holding constant the distortion level of
the face. This allows us to isolate the effects of adaptation for both
expanded and compressed test faces.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Twelve Indiana University students between the ages of 18 and 28 (4 female,
8 male) participated voluntarily in this study, in accordance with the standards of
the Indiana University Institutional Review Board. Three participants (AB, DW, LB)
were among the authors, so were knowledgeable of the purpose and details of the
experiment. Eleven participants reported right-hand dominance, and one was lefthanded. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. No Experiment
2 volunteers were participants in Experiment 1.
2.1.2. Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of nine different distortions of a single grayscale female
face. These distortions ranged along a continuum from compressed to expanded, and
were created using the Photoshop function Pinch, as in Experiment 1. For Experiment 2, the distortion levels for compressed and expanded faces in decreasing
amounts of distortion were −50, −40, −30, −20 and +50, +40, +30, +20, respectively. The normal face was numerically represented with a 0. The ±20, ±30, and
±40 distorted faces are depicted in the inset of Fig. 5, and the 0 and ±50 faces are
shown as the adapting faces.
The face images’ sizes, visual angles, and luminance values were identical to
those in Experiment 1.
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Fig. 5. Diagram of Experiment 2. A different adaptation condition (−50, 0, +50) was used on each day of training, with the order counterbalanced across subjects. The upper
right inset box shows the set of test faces, only one of which was shown on each trial.

2.1.3. Apparatus
All testing apparatus were the same as Experiment 1.

2.1.4. Procedure
A schematic diagram of Experiment 2 is depicted in Fig. 5. Experiment 2 consisted of three testing days, with 320 trials per day. The 320 trials were divided
among six test face conditions: −30 (n = 120 trials), +30 (n = 120), −20 (n = 20), +20
(n = 20), −40 (n = 20), and +40 (n = 20). While the ±30 test faces are our primary test
conditions of interest, the inclusion of the ±20 and ±40 faces served to encourage participants to rely on their individual percepts rather than use an algorithmic
approach to the normality ratings (e.g., “I always give compressed faces a 5 rating
and expanded faces a 3 rating.”).
Participants were tested with a different adaptation condition on each testing
day. Three adaptation conditions were used: highly compressed face (−50), undistorted face (0), and highly expanded face (+50). The order of adaptation conditions
was counterbalanced across subjects. Adaptation testing began with an initial sixminute adaptation phase to the given condition for that day. During this time, the
participants were told to ﬁxate on the adapting face, and an auditory beep signaled
the passing of each minute. No responses were made during the initial adaptation
period.
After the initial six-minute adaptation period, each trial was preceded by a 6 s
top-up presentation of the adapting face. This served to refresh the adaptation effect.
After the top-up, there was a blank screen of variable delay, uniformly distributed
between 324 and 516 ms together with an auditory beep signaling the participants
that the target face was about to be presented. Target faces were presented centrally

for 300 ms, followed by a blank screen until the participants responded. Responses
were immediately followed by the next 6 s top-up face, with no inter-trial delay.
EEG was recorded at 100 ms prior to stimulus onset to 500 ms post stimulus onset.
In recognition of the fact that the electrophysiological correlate reﬂects the
amount of distortion regardless of the direction of the distortion, we also altered
our behavioral response to avoid having to transform it later. Participants were
instructed to rate the face on a normality scale from 1 to 7 via a number pad key
press, where 1 was a normal, undistorted face and 7 was a highly distorted, nonnormal face. Participants were able to freely view the images, although they were
instructed to limit both their eye and body movements while a stimulus was on the
screen.
2.1.5. ERP component selection and analysis
ERP component peak amplitudes and latencies were selected using the same
MATLAB algorithm described in Experiment 1. The following time windows were
used for selecting the peak amplitudes and latencies from the PO7 and PO8 electrodes: P100, 80–120 ms; N170, 125–180 ms; N250, 184–260 ms. EEG data were
analyzed with the EEGLab toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004), and muscle artifacts
were removed by ICA, as described in Experiment 1.
2.1.6. Statistical analyses
Unless otherwise stated, all statistical analyses are limited to the data from
±30 test faces. For the electrophysiological results, we analyzed grand average ERP
data from the PO8 and PO7 electrodes, where the strongest metric reﬂecting face
distortion was identiﬁed in Experiment 1.
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on the dependent measure peak amplitude of the ERP waveform,
and the second ANOVA for each component was conducted on the
dependent measure latency of the component peak.
ANOVA results are summarized in Table 3.
2.2.2.1. P100. For P100 peak amplitude (Fig. 7, top row), there was
a marginally signiﬁcant main effect of electrode location. Average peak amplitude of the PO8 electrode tended to be greater
(MPO8 = 12.61, SDPO8 = 3.51) than the average peak amplitude of
the PO7 electrode (MPO7 = 6.21, SDPO7 = 7.13). There were no other
signiﬁcant main effects or interactions on the P100 peak amplitude.
For P100 peak latency, there were no signiﬁcant main effects or
interactions.

Fig. 6. Average normality ratings for Experiment 2. The normality scale ranged from
1 (undistorted, normal face) to 7 (highly distorted, non-normal face); thus a higher
rating indicates that a face was perceived as less normal. The normality ratings
reﬂect a crossover interaction between the −50 and +50 adaptation conditions. Error
bars show +1 standard error.

2.2. Results
2.2.1. Behavioral results
The mean normality ratings for both the ±30 test faces in all
three adaptation conditions are shown in Fig. 6. The mean normality
ratings support the behavioral predictions for ﬁgural aftereffects. In
the +50 adaptation condition (adapt to an expanded face), the +30
test was rated as more normal (M+30 = 2.2, SD+30 = 0.6) than the −30
test face (M−30 = 5.3, SD−30 = 0.8). In the −50 adaptation condition
(adapt to a compressed face), the opposite pattern was observed:
the +30 test face was rated as less normal (M+30 = 5.5, SD+30 = 1.2)
than the −30 test face (M−30 = 2.6, SD−30 = 1.0).
Rating scores were analyzed with a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with the within-subjects factors of adaptation (three levels: 0, −50, +50) and test distortion (two-levels: −30, +30). There
was a signiﬁcant main effect of adaptation condition (F(2,22) = 7.42,
p = .003) and a signiﬁcation adaptation by test distortion interaction (F(2,22) = 48.11, p < .001). There was no effect of test distortion
(F(1,11) < 1, p = .77). Post hoc pairwise t-tests conﬁrm that the +30
test was rated signiﬁcantly lower than the −30 test faces in the +50
adaptation condition (t(11) = 14.81, Bonferroni corrected p < .001),
and the +30 test was rated signiﬁcantly higher than the −30 test
face in the −50 adaptation condition (t(11) = 5.75, Bonferroni corrected p < .001). There was no difference between the +30 and −30
test faces in the 0 adaptation condition (t(11) = 0.70, Bonferroni
corrected p = 1.0).
These behavioral data indicate that the adaptation conditions
produce strong perceptual effects that alter the rated normality of
the test faces in different ways, sometimes making a face appear
more normal and sometimes making it appear more distorted.
2.2.2. Electrophysiological results
Mean peak amplitude results for all ERP components of interest are shown in Fig. 7. For each ERP component, P100, N170 and
P250, we conducted two three-way repeated measures ANOVAs
with the within-subject factors of adaptation (3 levels: 0, −50, +50),
test distortion (2 levels: −30, +30) and electrode location (2 levels: PO7, PO8). One ANOVA for each component was conducted

2.2.2.2. N170. For the N170 peak amplitude (Fig. 7, middle row),
there was a marginally signiﬁcant main effect of test distortion,
reﬂecting a strong trend that the average N170 peak amplitude was more negative in the +30 test distortion condition
(M+30 = −2.51, SD+30 = 6.02) than in the −30 test distortion condition (M−30 = −1.95, SD−30 = 5.43). There was a marginally signiﬁcant
adaptation by test distortion interaction. There were no other main
effects or interactions for N170 peak amplitude.
In the ERP waveforms depicted in Fig. 8, there is evidence that
the marginally signiﬁcant adaptation by test distortion interaction
is a crossover interaction, with the +30 test face condition having
a more negative amplitude in the Adapt −50 condition, and the
−30 test face condition showing a more negative amplitude in the
Adapt +50 condition. We further tested the marginally signiﬁcant
adaptation by test distortion interaction with post hoc two-tailed
paired t-tests. In the Adapt +50 condition, there was a trend for
the −30 test distortion condition to show a more negative peak
amplitude (M−30 = −2.24, SD−30 = 5.10) than the +30 test distortion
condition (M+30 = −1.19, SD+30 = 5.42; t(11) = 2.14, Bonferroni corrected p = .17). The Adapt −50 condition showed the opposite trend,
with the −30 test distortion condition showing a less negative peak
amplitude (M−30 = −2.07, SD−30 = 6.34) than the +30 test distortion
condition (M+30 = −3.57, SD+30 = 6.68; t(11) = 1.86, Bonferroni corrected p = .27). There was no difference between the +30 and −30
test distortions in the 0 adaptation condition (t(11) = 0.75, Bonferroni corrected p = 1.0). Thus, we have some limited evidence for
a trend-level crossover interaction between adaptation conditions
at the N170 peak amplitude. However, the marginally signiﬁcant
adaptation by test distortion interaction is primarily the result of
the difference in peak amplitudes between the +30 and −30 test
distortions in the Adapt −50 condition only.
For N170 peak latency, there were no signiﬁcant main effects or
interactions.
2.2.2.3. P250. For the P250 peak amplitude (Fig. 7, bottom row),
there was a signiﬁcant main effect of test distortion (F(1,10) = 4.85,
p = .05), reﬂecting that average peak amplitude in the −30 test
distortion condition (M−30 = 9.77, SD−30 = 5.74) was greater than
the average peak amplitude in the +30 test distortion condition
(M+30 = 9.07, SD+30 = 6.20). There was a marginally signiﬁcant main
effect of electrode location, indicating that there was a strong trend
for the average PO8 peak amplitude (MPO8 = 12.29, SDPO8 = 4.57)
to be greater than the average PO7 peak amplitude (MPO7 = 6.54,
SDPO7 = 5.80). There was no main effect of adaptation.
There was a signiﬁcant adaptation by test distortion interaction
(F(2,20) = 9.67, p = .001).
Post hoc paired comparisons show that the signiﬁcant interaction is a crossover interaction at both the PO7 and PO8 electrodes. In
the −50 adaptation condition, +30 test faces exhibited signiﬁcantly
smaller peak amplitudes than the −30 test faces (PO7: t(11) = 3.16,
Bonferroni corrected p = .05; PO8 t(11) = 3.23, PO8 Bonferroni corrected p = .05). In the +50 adaptation condition, +30 test faces
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Fig. 7. Mean peak amplitudes for the P100, N170, and P250 ERP components in Experiment 2 across all adaptation conditions. Dark bars show the mean peak amplitude for
the −30 test faces, and light bars show the mean peak amplitude for the +30 test faces. Error bars show ±1 standard error.

exhibited signiﬁcantly larger peak amplitudes than −30 test faces
(PO7: t(11) = 3.10, Bonferroni corrected p = .06; PO8 t(11) = 3.34,
Bonferroni corrected p = .04). There was no difference between the
P250 peak amplitude of the +30 and −30 test faces in the 0 adapta-

tion condition (PO7: t(11) = 1.76, Bonferroni corrected p = .64; PO8:
t(11) = 2.51, Bonferroni corrected p = .17).
This signiﬁcant crossover interaction for the P250 ERP component is illustrated in the grand average ERP curves in Fig. 8. The

Table 3
Experiment 2 ANOVA results.
df

Electrode location (L)
S within-group error
Adaptation (A)
A×L
A × S error
Test distortion (T)
T×L
T × S error
A×T
A×T×L
A × T × S error

1
10
2
2
20
1
1
10
2
2
20

Peak amplitude

Peak latency

P100
F

N170
F

P250
F

P100
F

N170
F

P250
F

3.73*
(197.63)
<1.0
<1.0
(7.49)
<1.0
<1.0
(2.71)
<1.0
<1.0
(1.52)

<1.0
(192.38)
1.79
1.20
(10.21)
3.65*
<1.0
(1.54)
2.92*
<1.0
(2.94)

3.99*
(149.63)
<1.0
<1.0
(11.97)
4.85**
<1.0
(1.85)
9.67***
<1.0
(3.02)

<1.0
(997.90)
<1.0
1.20
(102.84)
<1.0
1.49
(33.64)
<1.0
<1.0
(69.51)

1.42
(1186.20)
2.38
1.76
(59.38)
<1.0
<1.0
(17.29)
1.43
1.54
(35.56)

3.90*
(920.20)
<1.0
1.16
(259.00)
3.38*
1.27
(63.16)
1.05
<1.0
(57.16)

Note: Values within parentheses are mean square errors. S = subjects.
*
p < .10.
**
p < .05.
***
p < .01.
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Fig. 8. The grand average ERP results from Experiment 2 with only the −50 (top row) and the +50 adaptation conditions (bottom row) in the P07 and PO8 Channel. The P250,
the outlined positive component around 220 ms, illustrates the crossover interaction of distortion with the adapting condition (compressed or expanded).

top row shows the curves for the +30 and −30 test faces in the −50
adaptation condition. Adapting to a compressed face made the −30
(compressed) test face appear more normal and the +30 (expanded)
faces appear less normal. Thus, the −30 test face produces a larger
P250 peak amplitude than the +30 test face in the top row of Fig. 8.
Adapting to an expanded (+50) face produced the opposite result
illustrated in the bottom row of Fig. 8: the +30 test face produced
a larger P250 peak amplitude than the −30 test face. Thus, adaptation to an expanded face made other expanded faces appear more
normal and the compressed faces appear less normal.
For P250 peak latency, there was a marginally signiﬁcant main
effect of test distortion, indicating a strong trend that average
peak latency in the −30 test distortion condition (M−30 = 219.11,
SD−30 = 15.54) was later than the average peak latency in the
+30 test distortion condition (M+30 = 215.67, SD+30 = 18.87). There
was a marginally signiﬁcant effect of electrode location, reﬂecting the strong trend that the average PO8 peak latency was later
(MPO8 = 224.44, SDPO8 = 18.29) than the average PO7 peak latency
(MPO7 = 210.33, SDPO7 = 12.81). There were no other signiﬁcant
main effects or interactions.

The complete spatial extent of the effects of adaptation can be
seen in Fig. 9, which shows three time-slices of the modulation
of adaptation. To create these difference maps, we subtracted EEG
voltages in the +30 distortion condition from the −30 distortion
condition and plotted the mean difference at each electrode, with
spatial interpolation ﬁlling in the space between the electrodes.
The color reversal seen in the left and right columns comes from
the fact that the +50 and −50 adaptation conditions produce opposite results on the +30 and −30 test faces, leading to the crossover
interaction. As can be seen, the adaptation modulation begins to
appear in the 170 ms time period, and is more robust (and statistically signiﬁcant) around 225 ms. Adapting to the normal face tends
not to produce strong modulations of perceived distortion, which
is evidenced by the lack of color changes in the central column at
any timeslice.
2.3. Discussion
Experiment 2 data demonstrated that an adapting stimulus
affects both the perceived distortion of a face and the electrophysi-
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Fig. 9. Adaptation effects across the surface of the scalp for the three adaptation conditions. We subtracted the +30 distortion condition from the −30 distortion condition
(equivalent to subtracting the solid line data from the dashed line data in Fig. 8) for each adaptation condition. The differences show the effect of adaptation at each electrode
site. The normal face produces virtually no differential adaptation effects on the +30 and −30 distorted faces, and therefore the colors are mostly near green (zero differences).
The color changes for the −50 and +50 conditions illustrate the time course, direction and extent of the adaptation effects. Color scale represents ±4 V. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

ological correlates of perceived face distortion. Previous behavioral
research demonstrated that adaptation would cause the test face
to show an aftereffect in the opposite direction of the adapting condition (Webster & MacLin, 1999), and we replicated these ﬁndings
with our behavioral normality ratings. The systematic modulation
of the P250 ERP component by face distortion established in Experiment 1 was used in Experiment 2 to reveal both the timecourse and
the directionality of the neural correlates ﬁgural aftereffects. We
again observed systematic modulation of the P250 ERP component
peak amplitude as a result of adapting conditions (and therefore
of perceived distortion). Importantly, the direction of the modulation of the P250 peak amplitude was related to the direction of the
perceived distortion: if a face was perceived to be more normal,
it produced a larger P250 peak amplitude. This result is consistent
with a model in which the electrophysiological correlates of adaption reﬂect true population coding rather than just neural fatigue.
This suggests that our adaptation manipulation selectively affects
a subpopulation of neurons that code a region of face space. If this
adaptation cancels a physical distortion of the stimulus we see an
increased normality rating and a recovery of the EEG response.
The primary support for this claim comes from the P250 ERP
component in Experiment 2. The P250 peak amplitude of the −30
test face condition was lower when the preceding adapting condition of +50 was displayed. As hypothesized, the +50 adaptation
condition would perceptually change the −30 test face away from
the adapting condition. In other words, the −30 test face is per-

ceived as more compressed and less normal. When the adapting
condition of −50 was initially displayed, the −30 test face moved
perceptually away from the adapting condition, to be perceived as
more expanded and more normal. These results support that an
electrophysiological substrate of ﬁgural face adaptation occurs in
the P250 component.
The P250 ERP component is the earliest component to reﬂect
ﬁgural adaptation effects modulated by different adaptation conditions. The P100 ERP component, reﬂecting early visual processes,
showed no signiﬁcant modulation by the adaptation conditions
nor by face distortion itself. The N170 ERP component, thought to
reﬂect structural encoding of faces (Bentin, Allison, Puce, Perez, &
McCarthy, 1996; Itier & Taylor, 2004; Rossion & Gauthier, 2000),
showed no signiﬁcant modulation by the adaptation conditions,
although it did exhibit a strong trend for differences between
the test face distortions. This pattern is similar to previous adaptation studies which found P100 and N170 differences between
adaptation and non-adaptation conditions, but no modulation of
the N170 by different adaptation conditions (Kovács et al., 2006;
Schweinberger et al., 2007).

3. General discussion
Our results suggest that, like facial identity, face distortion is
encoded by an opponent coding process in which separate pools of
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neurons code the endpoints of a continuum, and adaptation selectively fatigues at least one pool of neurons (see Regan & Hamstra,
1992; Robbins et al., 2007; Susilo et al., 2010). In an opponent coding model of ﬁgural aftereffects, expanded and compressed faces
are coded along separate visual channels, or pools of neurons. We
hypothesize that adaptation to expanded faces causes an attenuation of the response of the expanded face channel, which causes
subsequent images to appear more compressed. For example, adaptation to a +50 face selectively attenuates the expansion pool of
neurons, leaving the compression channel relatively more active.
Thus, adaptation to a +50 face would cause a +30 test face to seem
more compressed than it really is. Likewise, adaptation to a −50
face results in selective attenuation of the compression channel,
causing a −30 test face to seem more expanded than it really is.
Adaptation to a normal 0 face would attenuate both the compression and expansion channels to the same degree, which would
cancel out any effect on the subsequent test face. Our behavioral
and electrophysiological results ﬁt this assertion, as adaptation to
a 0 face results in no differences in ratings of perceived normality
nor differences in P250 component amplitudes.
Under this opponent coding model, the magnitude of the P250
ERP component might represent the degree to which the two pools
of neurons are responding approximately equally. Presentation of a
normal face will result in both pools ﬁring approximately equally,
whereas a distorted face will produce an imbalance that distorts
the perception of the face, resulting in a drop in the P250 component amplitude. However, adapting to the nearby distortion will
selectively reduce the responding of one encoding pool of neurons, thus restoring the balance of the two pools and raising the
P250 component. It has been suggested that possible mechanisms
leading to this change in neural responsivity are neural fatigue,
where neural activity decreases with extended exposure to the
adapting stimulus, or a sharpening of the neural response tuning
function, where fewer neurons respond to subsequent presentations of the adapting stimulus (Grill-Spector, Henson, & Martin,
2006). Our present results are not able to distinguish between these
two possible mechanisms.
However, we believe this is the ﬁrst demonstration of adaptation
both increasing and decreasing the amplitude of an ERP component dependent upon whether the adaptation condition resulted
in perceptions that were more or less distorted. This is consistent with the suggestion that the neural correlates of adaptation
reﬂect genuine shifts in the neural processes that perceive distortion, rather than general fatigue in the neural system as a result
of adaptation. Additionally, our observation of a crossover interaction between the adapting and test distortions supports the claim
by Krekelberg, Boyton, and van Wezel (2006) that the strength of
adaptation effects interacts with the type of test stimulus used to
probe the adaptation, which cannot result from a simple passive
fatiguing of the neurons.
The present evidence for opponent coding, together with the
previous studies of ﬁgural aftereffects that are consistent with
norm-based coding (Robbins et al., 2007; Susilo et al., 2010;
Valentine, 1991; Webster & MacLin, 1999), suggest that one dimension of psychological face space is deﬁned by the expanding and
compressing of the spatial positions of internal face features, coded
by separate pools of neurons. Furthermore, this compressionexpansion dimension is reﬂected in both our behavioral measures
of human decisions about other human faces and our scalp-level
measures of neurological activity during the same tasks.
Our results are also consistent with several studies which have
found that modulation of the P2 or P250 peak amplitude may reﬂect
a dimension of normality or typicality in the representation of faces.
In addition to the aforementioned Halit et al. (2000) study and our
current results showing modulation of the P250 by face distortion,
the P250 exhibits a larger amplitude to normal versus thatcher-

ized faces (Milivojevic, Clapp, Johnson, & Corballis, 2003), to young
versus old faces (Wiese, Schweinberger, & Hansen, 2008), and to
Caucasian versus Asian (other race) faces for Caucasian observers
(Stahl, Wiese, & Schweinberger, 2008). Just as adaptation modulated what was perceived as normal, which was reﬂected in P250
peak amplitude modulation, experience in the form of expertise
with other races (Stahl et al., 2008) and normal aging (Wiese et
al., 2008) also further modulates the P250 peak amplitude. We can
infer that not only does the P250 reﬂect one possible dimension in
a norm-based representation of faces, but as experience modiﬁes
our perceptual norms for faces, the P250 will reﬂect those shifting
representations.
An alternative, though not incompatible, account for P2 amplitude modulation is offered by Aguirre and colleagues (Kahn, Harris,
Wolk, & Aguirre, 2010) who demonstrated that a decrease of P2
amplitude reﬂects an increase in image dissimilarity. Using a carryover ERP design (see also Drucker, Kerr, & Aguirre, 2009), they
demonstrated that when two sequential images are physically
more distant from each other (along an image morph sequence),
the P2 amplitude is lower than when two sequential images are
the same. Their results indicate that as image (physical) distance
increases, P2 systematically decreases, so the P2 might reﬂect a
neural correlate of perceived dissimilarity. In Experiment 2 of our
present study, higher P250 amplitudes were observed when the
test face was closer in physical image space to the adapting image
(e.g., larger P250 to +30 test face in the +50 adaptation condition), consistent with an interpretation of perceived similarity.
Indeed, Yamashita and colleagues (Yamashita et al., 2005) suggested that perceived similarity between faces is at least partially
reﬂected by the selectivity of adaptation for particular stimulus
dimensions. However, our results of Experiment 1 demonstrate
modulation by perceived normality in a randomized presentation
of images, rather than modulation by the distance between subsequent images within a sequence. Additional analyses are needed
to test how much of the perceived normality modulation might be
explained by perceived dissimilarity, both of which appear to be
reﬂected along the same time course in the neural correlates of
face perception.
That perceived normality or typicality and physical image similarity of faces might be reﬂected along the same time course,
possibly by the same neural correlates, is consistent with the
proposed relationship between similarity and the multidimensional model of face representation proposed by Valentine (1991).
Within Valentine’s framework, faces are represented by an as-yet
unknown number of dimensions, where the centroid or norm of the
space is an experience-deﬁned average of all the face dimensions.
Distinctive faces are those faces more distant in the multidimensional space than typical faces, and Valentine proposed that
perceived dissimilarity would be one possible measure of distance
in the multidimensional representation space. As adaptation recalibrates the structural encoding mechanisms, it is thought that
adaptation renormalizes the representational space, shifting the
norm more toward the adapting stimulus (Rhodes et al., 2003).
Thus, adaptation results in a change in the distances between
faces in multidimensional representation space, which would be
reﬂected in the mechanisms reﬂecting changes in perceived similarity.
Our present results, together with the results of Webster and
MacLin (1999), suggest that adaptation to distorted faces shifts
the observer’s face norm toward the distorted face, which would
result in smaller distances between the norm and faces distorted
in a direction similar to the adapting stimulus, and an increase in
the distances between the norm and faces distorted in the direction opposite the adapting stimulus. Our P250 results reﬂected
higher amplitude when faces were closer (more similar) to the
norm and lower amplitude when faces were further (less similar)
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to the norm. Thus, we have evidence that face distortion, particularly the compression/expansion of internal face features, is one
possible dimension of multidimensional face representation space.
In addition to the studies of human perception that suggest face
distortion is one possible dimension in a norm-based representation of faces, models of face recognition in computer vision have
also extracted an internal feature compression-expansion dimension in deﬁning a computational face space. Principal components
analysis (PCA) approaches, in particular, create a face space by
extracting principal components directly from the pixel information in a set of face images. Note that principal components are
deﬁned by the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of pixel values across a set of images. Consequently, PCA-based models rely on
those aspects of face images that capture a large amount of variability between faces to establish a multidimensional representation
space into which all faces might be projected.1 Importantly, each
eigenvector describes the average face on that dimension, so we
can visually inspect each image to see the information encoded
by each principal component (Yambor, Draper, & Beveridge, 2002).
One dimension extracted by PCA that accounts for a large amount
of variability between natural face images is the spread of the
internal face features.2 The fact that PCA-based models extract this
compression-expansion dimension as a dimension present in the
naturally occurring face image statistics suggests that it is reasonable to suppose the visual system developed the machinery to code
for variation along this continuum and that adaptation selectively
suppresses one end of this continuum. PCA-based models provide a
line of evidence convergent with human perception data that faces
are likely encoded and processed within to a multidimensional
representation space (Valentine, 1991).
The timing of our ERP components that are sensitive to adaptation provides some constraints on the location of the effects. We
see no P100 effects due to either face distortion or ﬁgural aftereffects. We see small and inconsistent N170 effects of adaptation,
and large and robust effects in the P250. Recall that the N170 has
traditionally been thought to be involved with the conﬁgural processing of faces (Bentin et al., 1996; Itier & Taylor, 2004; Rossion
et al., 1999). Assuming that the neural generator of the P250 component lies downstream of the generator of the N170 component,
these data imply that the neurons generating the P250 are adapting
to facial features at the conﬁgural level. However, it is important
to note that non-face objects also elicit a smaller N170 response,
and thus it is unclear whether the observed P250 effects are due
to adaptation of conﬁgural mechanisms speciﬁc to face processing, or if the adaptation is affecting general purpose recognition
mechanisms, such as perceived similarity. The N170/P250 complex
clearly reﬂects a series of processes, and it is likely that early adaptation effects propagate the changes throughout the downstream
mechanisms. The current demonstration of the relation between
distortion and adaptation seems like a useful approach to determine the conditions under which adaptation alters the ongoing
perception of stimuli.
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